Title: BUCK CONVERTER WITH III-NITRIDE SWITCH FOR SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED INPUT-TO-OUTPUT VOLTAGE RATIO

Abstract: According to one exemplary embodiment, a buck converter for converting a high voltage at an input of the buck converter to a low voltage at an output of the buck converter includes a III-nitride switch interposed between the input and the output of the buck converter and a low resistance switch interposed between the output of the buck converter and a ground. The buck converter further includes a control circuit configured to control a duty cycle of the III-nitride switch. The III-nitride switch has a sufficiently high switching speed so as to allow a ratio of the input high voltage to the output low voltage of the buck converter to be substantially greater than 10.
BUCK CONVERTER WITH III-NITRIDE SWITCH FOR SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED INPUT-TO-OUTPUT VOLTAGE RATIO

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

DEFINITION
In the present application, "III-nitride refers to a compound semiconductor that includes nitrogen and at least one group III element such as, but not limited to, GaN, AlGaN, InN, AlN, InGaN, InAlGaN and the like."

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is generally in the field of electrical circuits. More particularly, the invention is in the field of voltage conversion circuits.

BACKGROUND ART
Buck converters are commonly utilized to convert a high DC voltage to a low DC voltage. A buck converter typically includes a switch disposed between an input and an output of the buck converter (also referred to as a "high-side switch" in the present application), and a switch disposed between the output of the buck converter and a ground (also referred to as a "low-side switch" in the present application). The buck converter can include a control circuit to appropriately control the duty cycles of the high-side and low-side switches so as to convert a high input voltage to a low output voltage. For a buck converter to achieve a desirably high conversion ratio of input voltage to output voltage, the high-side switch needs to operate at a sufficiently low percent duty cycle. However, the duty cycle of the high-side switch is limited by its switching speed.

In a conventional buck converter, a high voltage silicon field effect transistor (FET), such as a high voltage metal oxide semiconductor FET (MOSFET), can be utilized for each of the high-side and low-side switches. However, as a result of a limitation in the switching speed of the high voltage silicon FET, it can be difficult for a conventional buck converter to achieve a conversion ratio (i.e. the ratio of input voltage to output voltage) that is much...
greater than approximately 10.0. As a result, two or more conventional buck converter stages can be required to convert a high DC voltage, such as approximately 310.0 volts, to a significantly lower DC voltage required to drive a particular load, thereby significantly increasing cost.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Buck converter with Ill-nitride switch for substantially increased input-to-output voltage ratio, substantially as shown in and/or described in connection with at least one of the figures, and as set forth more completely in the claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates a circuit diagram of an exemplary voltage conversion circuit including an exemplary buck converter in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 illustrates a circuit diagram of an exemplary voltage conversion circuit including an exemplary buck converter in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 illustrates a circuit diagram of an exemplary fast III-nitride switch in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 4 illustrates a circuit diagram of an exemplary low resistance switch in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a buck converter with III-nitride switch for substantially increased input-to-output voltage ratio. The following description contains specific information pertaining to the implementation of the present invention. One skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention may be implemented in a manner different from that specifically discussed in the present application. Moreover, some of the specific details of the invention are not discussed in order not to obscure the invention.

The drawings in the present application and their accompanying detailed description are directed to merely exemplary embodiments of the invention. To maintain brevity, other embodiments of the present invention are not specifically described in the present application and are not specifically illustrated by the present drawings.

Figure 1 shows a circuit diagram of an exemplary voltage conversion circuit coupled between an AC power source and a load in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Voltage conversion circuit 100 is coupled between AC power source 102, such as an AC line, and load 104 and includes electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter 106, full bridge rectifier 108, capacitor 110, and buck converter 112. EMI filter 106 includes inductors 114 and 116 and capacitor 118; and buck converter 112 includes control circuit 120, fast III-nitride switch 122, low resistance switch 124, inductor 126, and current sensor 128. Load 104, which includes series-coupled LEDs 130, 132, and 134, can be a current-driven load in an embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment, load 104 can be a voltage-driven load, which can be a microprocessor or digital signal processor, for example. In another embodiment, load 104 can include one or more series-coupled LEDs, such as LEDs 130, 132, and 134.

As shown in Figure 1, AC power source 102 is coupled across a first terminal of inductor 114 and a first AC input of full-bridge rectifier 108 and a first terminal of capacitor 118 at node 136, a second terminal of inductor 114 is coupled to a first terminal of inductor
116 and a second terminal of capacitor 118 at node 138, and a second terminal of inductor 116 is coupled to a second AC input of full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 140. AC power source 102 can provide, for example, between approximately 110.0 volts AC and approximately 120.0 volts AC in an embodiment of the invention. In another embodiment, AC power source 102 can provide approximately 220.0 volts AC. EMI filter 106, which includes inductors 114 and 116 and capacitor 118, forms a low pass filter for filtering high frequency interference.

Also shown in Figure 1, a first terminal of capacitor 110 is coupled to a positive output of full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 142 and a second terminal of capacitor 110 is coupled to a negative output of full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 144, which also provides a ground for voltage conversion circuit 100. Capacitor 110 can provide filtering for unregulated DC voltage outputted by full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 142, which also forms an input of buck converter 112. In an embodiment of the invention, full-bridge rectifier 108 can receive an AC voltage of approximately 120.0 volts from AC power source 102 and provide approximately 170.0 volts DC at node 142 (i.e. the input of buck converter 112). In an embodiment in which AC power source 102 provides approximately 220.0 volts AC, full-bridge rectifier 108 can provide approximately 310.0 volts DC at node 142. As shown in Figure 1, input voltage (Vin) 146 corresponds to the DC voltage inputted into buck converter 112 at node 142.

Further shown in Figure 1, a first terminal of fast III-nitride switch 122 is coupled to node 142 (i.e. the input of buck inverter 112), a second terminal of fast III-nitride switch 122 is coupled to a first terminal of inductor 126, which can be a buck inductor, and a first terminal of low resistance switch 124 at node 148, and a second terminal of low resistance switch 124 is coupled to a negative output of full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 144 (i.e. ground). Fast III-nitride switch 122 is a high voltage device that can be optimized to provide
a very high switching speed. For example, Ill-nitride switch 122 can switch from an off-state to an on-state and vice versa in nanoseconds in an embodiment of the invention.

Fast Ill-nitride switch 122 can comprise, for example, a silicon transistor coupled with a depletion-mode (D-mode) Ill-nitride device and a silicon diode, such as Schottky diode, coupled across the silicon transistor in an embodiment of the invention. The silicon transistor can be configured so as to cause the D-mode Ill-nitride device to operate in an enhancement mode (E-mode). The silicon transistor can be, for example, a low voltage silicon FET, such as a low voltage silicon MOSFET. The D-mode Ill-nitride device can comprise a Ill-nitride compound semiconductor. The D-mode Ill-nitride device is a high voltage device having a reduced charge storage and a high mobility conduction channel, which enables the D-mode Ill-nitride device to conduct high current. As a result of reduced charge storage, the D-mode Ill-nitride device provides increased efficiency and operating frequency.

Low resistance switch 124, which can be a high voltage device, can be optimized to provide a very low on-state resistance. In one embodiment, low resistance switch 124 can comprise, for example, a silicon transistor coupled with a D-mode Ill-nitride device and a silicon diode, such as Schottky diode, coupled across the silicon transistor, as discussed above with respect to fast Ill-nitride switch 122. In another embodiment, low resistance switch 124 can comprise a Schottky diode coupled in series with a D-mode Ill-nitride device, which has a very low on-state resistance. In another embodiment, low resistance switch 124 can comprise a silicon diode, such as a Schottky diode.

Also shown in Figure 1, a second terminal of inductor 126 is coupled to the anode of LED 130 at node 150, which forms an output of buck converter 112 and an output of voltage conversion circuit 100. Node 150 also provides output voltage (Vout) 152, which is a DC output voltage generated by buck converter 112. Further shown in Figure 1, the cathode of LED 130 is coupled to the anode of 132, the cathode of LED 132 is coupled to the anode of LED 134, and the cathode of LED 134 is coupled to the feedback input of control circuit 120.
and a first terminal of current sensor 128 at node 154. Each of LEDs 130, 132, and 134 can
be, for example, a high-power LED, which can require a drive voltage of approximately 4.0
volts DC and a drive current of between approximately 150 milliamperes (mA) and
approximately 1.5 amperes in an embodiment of the invention. Thus, to drive series-coupled
LEDs 130, 132, and 134, Vout 152 can be approximately 12.0 volts DC. In an embodiment
in which load 104 comprises one high-power LED, such as LED 130, 132, or 134, Vout 152
can be approximately 4.0 volts DC.

Further shown in Figure 1, a second terminal of current sensor 128 is coupled to the
negative output of full-bridge rectifier 108 at node 144. Current sensor 128 can comprise, for
example, at least one resistor in an embodiment of the invention. Also shown in Figure 1,
control circuit 120 is coupled to respective third terminals (i.e. control terminals) of fast III-
nitride switch 122 and low resistance switch 124 via control lines 156 and 158. In an
embodiment in which low resistance switch 124 comprises a device without a designated
control terminal, such as a diode, control line 158 is not utilized. Control circuit 120 can be
configured to control the respective duty cycles of fast III-nitride switch 122 and low
resistance switch 124 so to appropriately adjust output current 160 in response to a feedback
signal provided at node 154.

The respective duty cycles of fast III-nitride switch 122 and low resistance switch 124
can be controlled by utilizing pulse width modulation (PWM) control signals, which can be
provided on control lines 156 and 158. The duty cycle of fast III-nitride switch 122 can be an
inverse of the duty cycle of low resistance switch 124. Thus, when fast III-nitride switch 122
is turned on, low resistance switch 124 is turned off, and vice versa. In one embodiment, fast
III-nitride switch 122 can have a duty cycle of, for example, approximately 1.0 percent and
low resistance switch 124 can have a duty cycle of approximately 99.0 percent.

Fast III-nitride switch 122 can be optimized to have a very high switching speed. As
a result, buck converter 112 can achieve a ratio of input high voltage to output low voltage
(i.e. a voltage conversion ratio) that is substantially greater than 10. In an embodiment of the invention, buck converter 112 can achieve a conversion ratio that is substantially greater than 20. In one embodiment, the conversion ratio of buck converter 112 can be at least 100. Thus, for example, buck converter 112 can convert an input voltage (i.e. Vin 146) of approximately 310.0 volts DC to an output voltage (i.e. Vout 152) of approximately 4.0 volts DC or less in an embodiment of the invention.

To achieve a high ratio of Vin 146 to Vout 152, low resistance switch 124 is necessarily turned on for a substantially longer duration than fast III-nitride switch 122. For example, low resistance switch 124 can be turned on for approximately 98.0 percent of the on-time of buck converter 112 in an embodiment of the invention. As a result, low resistance switch 124 can generate significantly more heat than fast III-switch 124. However, by optimizing low resistance switch 124 to have a very low on-time resistance, the amount of heat generated by it (i.e. low resistance switch 124) can be significantly reduced. Also, by reducing on-time resistance, the amount of energy consumed by low resistance switch 124 can be significantly reduced.

Thus, by utilizing fast III-nitride switch 122 and low resistance switch 124, an embodiment of the invention's buck converter can provide a ratio of input voltage to output voltage of 100 or higher. In contrast, a conventional buck converter that utilizes switches comprising high voltage silicon FETs, such as high voltage silicon MOSFETs, can have difficulty in achieving a voltage conversion ratio greater than approximately 10.0. Thus, an embodiment of the invention's buck converter can provide a substantially higher voltage conversion ratio compared to a conventional buck converter. As a result, an embodiment of the invention's buck converter can achieve a voltage conversion ratio that can require two or more conventional buck converter stages to achieve. Thus, for example, an embodiment of the invention's buck converter can advantageously reduce a high DC input voltage of
approximately 310.0 volts to low DC output voltage of approximately 4.0 volts, which is sufficient to drive a single high-power LED.

Figure 2 shows a circuit diagram of an exemplary voltage conversion circuit coupled between an AC power source and a load in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In voltage conversion circuit 200 in Figure 2, AC supply voltage 202, EMI filter 206, full-bridge rectifier 208, capacitors 210 and 218, inductors 214, 216, and 226, control circuit 220, fast Ill-nitride switch 222, low resistance switch 224, nodes 238, 240, 242, 244, 248, and 250, Vin 246, and Vout 252 correspond, respectively, to AC supply voltage 102, EMI filter 106, full-bridge rectifier 108, capacitors 110 and 118, inductors 114, 116, and 126, control circuit 120, fast Ill-nitride switch 122, low resistance switch 124, nodes 138, 140, 142, 144, 148, and 150, Vin 146, and Vout 152 in voltage conversion circuit 100 in Figure 1.

In voltage conversion circuit 100 in Figure 1, buck converter 112 drives load 104, which can be a current driven load. In contrast, in voltage conversion circuit 200, buck converter 212 drives load 205, which can be a voltage driven load.

As shown in Figure 2, load 205 is coupled between the output of buck converter 212 at node 250 and a negative output of full-bridge rectifier 208 at node 244 (i.e. ground). Load 205 can be, for example, a microprocessor, a digital signal processor (DSP), or other device that requires a low DC voltage. Also shown in Figure 2, the feedback input of control circuit 200 is coupled to node 250. Thus, control circuit 220 can be configured to control the respective duty cycles of fast Ill-nitride switch 222 and low resistance switch 224 so to appropriately adjust the output voltage (i.e. Vout 252) in response to a feedback signal provided at node 250. An embodiment of the invention's buck converter 212 can provide similar advantages as an embodiment of the invention's buck converter 112 in voltage conversion circuit 100 in Figure 1, such as a very high ratio of input-to-output voltage.

Figure 3 shows a circuit diagram of an exemplary fast Ill-nitride switch in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment of the present invention,
fast III-nitride switch 322 in Figure 3 can be optimized for a high switching speed and can be used for fast III-nitride switch 122 in Figure 1 or fast III-nitride switch 222 in Figure 2. In an embodiment of the invention, fast III-nitride switch 322 can also be utilized for low resistance switch 124 in Figure 1 or for low resistance switch 224 in Figure 2. However, when utilized for low resistance switch 124 or for low resistance switch 224, fast III-nitride switch 322 can be optimized to provide a low on-state resistance. Fast III-nitride switch 322 has terminals 309, 311, and 313 and includes silicon transistor 307, D-mode III-nitride device 303, and Schottky diode 305. Silicon transistor 307 can be, for example, a low voltage silicon FET, such as a low voltage silicon MOSFET. D-mode III-nitride device 303 can comprise a group III nitride compound semiconductor.

As shown in Figure 3, silicon transistor 307 is coupled to D-mode III-nitride device 303 and Schottky diode 305 is coupled across silicon transistor 307. In particular, the anode of Schottky diode 305 is coupled to the source of silicon transistor 307 and the gate of D-mode III-nitride device 303 and the cathode of Schottky diode 305 is coupled to the drain of silicon transistor 307 and the source of D-mode III-nitride device 303. Schottky diode 305 can be a low voltage silicon Schottky diode in an embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment, Schottky diode 305 can be integrated with silicon transistor 307.

Also shown in Figure 3, the gate of D-mode III-nitride device 303, the source of silicon transistor 307 of fast III-nitride switch 322, and the anode of Schottky diode 305 are coupled to terminal 309 of fast III-nitride switch 322, the gate of silicon transistor 307 is coupled to terminal 311, and the drain of D-mode III-nitride device 303 is coupled to terminal 313 of fast III-nitride switch 322. Thus, for example, respective terminals 309, 311, and 313 of fast III-nitride switch 322 can be coupled to node 142, control line 156, and node 148 in Figure 1 to replace fast III-nitride switch 122. In one embodiment, respective terminals 309, 311, and 313 of fast III-nitride switch 322 can be coupled to node 144, control line 158, and node 148 to replace low resistance switch 124 in Figure 1.
D-mode III-nitride device 303 is a normally on device. However, by coupling silicon transistor 307 with D-mode III-nitride device 303 as discussed above, silicon transistor 307 causes D-mode III-nitride device 303 to operate in an enhancement mode (E-mode). For example, when silicon transistor 307 is turned on, D-mode III-nitride device 303 is also turned on, thereby allowing current to flow through silicon transistor 307 and D-mode III-nitride device 303. When silicon transistor 307 is turned off, D-mode III-nitride device 303 turns off as a result of a voltage that develops across silicon transistor 307. By including the combination of silicon transistor 307 and D-mode III-nitride device 303, fast III-nitride switch 322 provides reduced charge storage, thereby providing increased efficiency and increased operating frequency.

Schottky diode 305 also provides reduced charge storage, which provides increased efficiency and operating frequency. In addition, Schottky diode 305 provides reduced reverse recovery time (i.e. a faster reverse recovery). Thus, in an embodiment of the invention's buck converter, fast III-nitride switch 322 can provide a fast, high voltage switch having reduced charge storage, which provides increased efficiency and operating frequency, and also provides a faster reverse recovery time.

Figure 4 shows a circuit diagram of an exemplary low resistance switch in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment of the present invention, low resistance switch 424 can be optimized for low on-state resistance and utilized for low resistance switch 124 in buck converter 112 in Figure 1 or for low resistance switch 224 in buck converter 212 in Figure 2. Low resistance switch 424 includes D-mode III-nitride device 403, which corresponds to D-mode III-nitride device 303 in Figure 3, and Schottky diode 405, which corresponds to Schottky diode 305 in Figure 3. Low resistance switch 424 has terminal 407, which is coupled to the anode of Schottky diode 405 and the gate of D-mode III-nitride device 403, and terminal 409, which is coupled to the drain of D-mode III-nitride device 403. In an embodiment of the invention, terminal 407 of low resistance switch
424 can be coupled to node 144 in Figure 1 and terminal 409 of low resistance switch 424 can be coupled to node 148 to replace low resistance switch 124 in Figure 1. In such embodiment, control line 158 is not utilized. In a similar manner, low resistance switch 424 can also replace low resistance switch 224 in Figure 2 in an embodiment of the invention.

In low resistance switch 424, Schottky diode 405 is coupled in series with D-mode III-nitride device 403. In particular, the anode of Schottky diode 405 is coupled to the gate of D-mode III-nitride device 403 and the cathode of Schottky diode 405 is coupled to the source of D-mode III-nitride device 403. D-mode III-nitride device 403 is a normally on device. However, by coupling Schottky diode 405 in series with D-mode III-nitride device 403 as discussed above, Schottky diode 405 causes D-mode III-nitride device 403 to turn off when it (i.e. Schottky diode 405) is in a reverse mode (i.e. when current flows from cathode to anode).

For example, in a forward mode (i.e. when current flows from anode to cathode), Schottky diode 405 is turned on and D-mode III-nitride device 403 is also turned on. The voltage drop across Schottky diode 405 in the forward mode has a negligible effect on D-mode III-nitride device 403, which is a high voltage device. In the reverse mode, D-mode III-nitride device 403 turns off as a result of a voltage that develops across Schottky diode 405. Thus, the combination of Schottky diode 405 and D-mode III-nitride device 403 can operate as a high voltage diode, where the anode of Schottky diode 405 and the gate of D-mode III-nitride device 403 can be an "anode" of the high voltage diode and the drain of D-mode III-nitride device 403 can be a "cathode" of the high voltage diode. By including the series-coupled combination of Schottky diode 405 and D-mode III-nitride device 403, low resistance switch 424 provides a very low on-state resistance and reduced charge storage, thereby providing increased efficiency and increased operating frequency.

Thus, as discussed above, in the embodiments in Figures 1 and 2, the invention provides a buck converter including a fast III-nitride switch, which is optimized for high
switching speed, and a low resistance switch, which is optimized for low on-state resistance. As a result, the invention provides a buck converter having a substantially higher input high voltage to output low voltage ratio compared to a conventional buck converter utilizing high voltage silicon transistors, such as high voltage silicon FETs or MOSFETs. In one embodiment, the invention's buck converter can provide a voltage conversion ratio of, for example, at least 100.

From the above description of the invention it is manifest that various techniques can be used for implementing the concepts of the present invention without departing from its scope. Moreover, while the invention has been described with specific reference to certain embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that changes can be made in form and detail without departing from the spirit and the scope of the invention. Thus, the described embodiments are to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive. It should also be understood that the invention is not limited to the particular embodiments described herein but is capable of many rearrangements, modifications, and substitutions without departing from the scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

1. A buck converter for converting a high voltage at an input of said buck converter to a low voltage at an output of said buck converter, said buck converter comprising:
   a fast III-nitride switch interposed between said input and said output and a low resistance switch interposed between said output and a ground;
   a control circuit configured to control a duty cycle of said fast III-nitride switch;
   said fast III-nitride switch having a sufficiently high switching speed so as to allow a ratio of said input high voltage to said output low voltage to be substantially greater than 10.

2. The buck converter of claim 1, wherein said fast III-nitride switch comprises a D-mode III-nitride device coupled to a silicon transistor and a Schottky diode coupled across said silicon transistor.

3. The buck converter of claim 1, wherein said low resistance switch comprises a D-mode III-nitride device coupled to a silicon transistor and a Schottky diode coupled across said silicon transistor.

4. The buck converter of claim 1, wherein said low resistance switch comprises a D-mode III-nitride device coupled in series with a Schottky diode.

5. The buck converter of claim 1, wherein said control circuit is further configured to control a duty cycle of said low resistance switch.
6. The buck converter of claim 1 further comprising a buck inductor coupled between said fast III-nitride switch and said output of said buck converter.

7. The buck converter of claim 1, wherein said ratio of said input high voltage to said output low voltage is substantially greater than 20.

8. The buck converter of claim 2, wherein said D-mode III-nitride device is a GaN device.

9. The buck converter of claim 4, wherein said D-mode III-nitride device is a GaN device.

10. The buck converter of claim 2, wherein an anode of said Schottky diode is coupled to a source of said silicon transistor and a cathode of said Schottky diode is coupled to a drain of said silicon transistor.

11. A voltage conversion circuit including a buck converter for converting a high voltage at an input of said buck converter to a low voltage at an output of said buck converter, said input of said buck converter being coupled to a full-bridge rectifier, said buck converter comprising:

   a fast III-nitride switch interposed between said input and said output of said buck converter and a low resistance switch interposed between said output of said buck converter and said full-bridge rectifier;

   a control circuit configured to control a duty cycle of said fast III-nitride switch;

   said fast III-nitride switch having a sufficiently high switching speed so as to allow a ratio of said input high voltage to said output low voltage to be substantially greater than 10.
12. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein said fast III-nitride switch comprises a D-mode III-nitride device coupled to a silicon transistor and a Schottky diode coupled across said silicon transistor.

13. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein said low resistance switch comprises a D-mode III-nitride device coupled in series with a Schottky diode.

14. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11 further comprising an electromagnetic interference filter coupled to AC inputs of said full-bridge rectifier.

15. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein a load is coupled between said output of said buck converter and said full-bridge rectifier.

16. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 15, wherein said load comprises at least one high-power LED.

17. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 15, wherein said buck converter further comprises a current sensor coupled between said load and said full-bridge rectifier.

18. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein said ratio of said input high voltage to said output low voltage is substantially greater than 20.

19. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein said buck converter further comprises a buck inductor coupled between said fast III-nitride switch and said output of said buck converter.
20. The voltage conversion circuit of claim 11, wherein said buck converter is further configured to control a duty cycle of said low resistance switch.
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